
HELP THE HELPER
S a f e g u a r d i n g  t h e  w e l l - b e i n g
o f  m e n t a l  h e a l t h  a n d  s o c i a l
c a r e  p r a c t i t i o n e r s  a c t i v e   i n

t h e  p r e v e n t i o n  a n d  c o u n t e r i n g
o f  v i o l e n t  e x t r e m i s m  

INTRODUCTION

Working with radicalised individuals can be challenging for mental
health and social care practitioners. On 25 and 26 March 2020
the digital RAN Health and Social Care and RAN Police and Law
Enforcement meeting ‘Help the Helper’ took place. During this
meeting participants from both Working Groups discussed the

challenges they encounter and formulated practical guidelines on how
to ensure the well-being of these professionals. The meeting's

conclusions are presented below.

Challenges01

Cooperation with police and
intelligence. Lack of
communication and

differences of perception on
how to deal with radicalised

individuals and ways of
information sharing can

complicate the work of health
and social care professionals.

A polarised climate of opinion, influenced by
incomplete or false information from the media, can

fuel criticism of how mental health and social care
professionals do their job. This is a source of stress for
both practitioners and the organisations they work for.

02

Create a culture of professionals looking after
each other.

Supervision and intervision (the opportunity to
reflect on cases and challenges encountered
among colleagues) should not be organised ad
hoc, but should be arranged structurally. 

Security and mental health and social care
professionals should receive mutual training
to enhance cooperation and understanding.

Solutions

Guidelines03

Raise the minimum level of
knowledge for practitioners

working in this field.

HINT

National and local government

Allow for cross-organisational
peer-to-peer discussions,
which is especially valuable

when it is multi-agency.

Organise regional
supervision, so organisations
can benefit from the expertise
of practitioners outside their

own organisation.

Don’t save money on support
for first-line practitioners, this
costs money in the long run.

If face-to-face meetings are
too costly, digital meetings

are an alternative to be
explored.

Governments should inform
themselves on the daily
challenges practitioners

encounter through structural
meetings with relevant

stakeholders.

Guidelines04
(Sector) organisations

Practitioners feel secure if they have the right knowledge, when they can talk to each other
and when they are assisted by colleagues and across organisations (for example by relying

on police officers for safety).

Listen to your staff but make
sure they don’t feel

disenfranchised when you
don’t do (exactly) what they

ask.

Give employees room to build
a relationship with the client

and not only focus on the
problem.

Make intervision and
supervision a systematic way

of working.

Provide intervision also
across job levels to prevent

tunnel vision.

Create a safe environment
where employees can

respectfully voice
disagreement with each other

and with their superiors.

Provide enough information:
- before starting in this field
on types of extremism and

types of mental health
problems practitioners may

encounter;
- on individual clients. The
more you know, the more

well-founded your
interventions will be.

Guidelines05

Among colleagues

Peer support

Professional behavior:
- embrace failure and learn from it;

- four-eyes principle in case management

Be a role model

Informal meetings

Intervision

Set boundaries

HINT

Individual practitioners

Dealing with role challenges

Continuous learning

Train in mixed groups

Understand and communicate
about responsibilities, mandates

and limitations of your job

Use your network

Be open about your insecurities

Don't be afraid to ask for help

Healthy lifestyle

Enough sleep

Meditation and mindfulness

Online burn-out test

Monitor your physical health

Personal safety

Be conscious about the use of social media

Don't talk directly to media, let your
employer do that

Be assertive

Follow the law

06 Inspiring practice
Hydra Training - UK

Different agencies meet for a day in a video call. All actors have to come up with
an action plan on how to address a case. Together they discuss the different

approaches as well as the strengths and weaknesses. All actors see the
challenges and opportunities; it is an effective way of building relationships, and
going through potentially high-risk scenarios. We learned from the 2017 attacks

in London: sharing information early is paramount, for people to deal with the
risks in an earlier stage.

Across all areas of policing we simulate a scenario through a video, a paper feed,
a telephone call. A facilitator on decision making and an expert that sets out pros

and cons of different decisions are present.
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